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Outline

Stereo Viewing of UHECRs E ≳ 20 EeV
via Fluoresence: 10’s of µsec timescale

Upward t-lepton EAS E ≳ 20 PeV
via Cherenkov: ~10 nsec timescale

1. Scientific and Experimental Motivation
2. POEMMA & Mission Description.
3. POEMMA UHECR & UHE Neutrino Performance via air fluorescence measurements.
4. POEMMA VHE Neutrino Performance via optical Cherenkov measurements.
5. SiPM discussion regarding space-based optical Chernekov measurements.
6. SiPM discussion regarding space-based air fluorescence measurements.
7. Summary
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POEMMA: Science Goals

POEMMA Science goals:
primary
- Discover the origin of Ultra-High Energy Cosmic Rays 

Measure Spectrum, composition, Sky Distribution at Highest Energies (ECR >20 EeV) 
Requires very good angular, energy, and Xmax resolutions: stereo fluorescence
Allows for high sensitivity UHE neutrino measurements

- Observe Neutrinos from Transient Astrophysical Events 
Measure Cherenkov light from upward-moving EAS from t-leptons source by nt
interactions in the Earth (En > 20 PeV)
Requires tilted-mode of operation to view limb of the Earth &  ~10 ns timing
Allows for tilted UHECR air fluorescence operation, higher GF but degraded resolutions

secondary
- study fundamental physics with the most energetic cosmic particles: CRs and Neutrinos 
- search for super-Heavy Dark Matter
- study Atmospheric Transient Events, survey Meteor Population
-
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UHECR Status

Origin UHECRs still unknown
Giant ground Observatories: Auger & TA
- sources are extragalactic: Auger dipole > 8 EeV
- spectral features – discrepancies E > 50 EeV
- interesting Composition trends – unknown E > 50 EeV
- source anisotropy Hints E > 50 EeV
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Origin UHECRs still unknown
Giant ground Observatories: Auger & TA
- sources are extragalactic: Auger dipole > 8 EeV
- spectral features – discrepancies E>50 EeV
- interesting Composition trends – unknown E>50 EeV
- source anisotropy Hints E>50 EeV

https://arxiv.org/abs/1709.07321
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POEMMA: UHECR Exposure History
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POEMMA: Instruments 
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POEMMA: Schmidt Telescope details

Two 4 meter F/0.64 Schmidt telescopes: 45∘ FoV
Primary Mirror: 4 meter diameter 
Corrector Lens: 3.3 meter diameter
Focal Surface: 1.6 meter  diameter
Optical AreaEFF: ~6 to 2 m2

Hybrid focal surface (MAPMTs and SiPM) 
3 mm linear pixel size: 0.084 ∘ FoV

RMS spot size  → 3 mm pixels
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POEMMA: Hybrid Focal Plane

UV Fluorescence Detection using MAPMTs 
with BG3 filter (300 – 500 nm) developed by 

JEM-EUSO: 1 usec sampling

1.6 m

Elementary	Cell	 (EC)
SiPM (8x8)

PCB1
Si-Diode

PCB2
Interconnector

Cherenkov Detection 
with SiPMs (300 – 1000 nm): 

20 nsec sampling

30 SiPM focal surface units 
Total 15,360 pixels
512 pixels per FSU (64x4x2)
Si-Diode for LEO radiation 
backgrounds rejection

55 Photo Detector Modules (PDMs)= 126,720 pixels
1 PDM = 36 MAPMTs = 2,304 pixels 
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30 SiPM focal surface units 
Total 15,360 pixels
512 pixels per FSU (64x4x2)
Si-Diode for LEO radiation 
backgrounds rejection

MC results :
qC ≲ 2.5∘→ ≲ 20 ns
0.084∘ FoVPix puts 
signal into single pixel
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POEMMA: Mission (Class B)

Mission Lifetime: 3 years (5 year goal)
Orbits: 525 km, 28.5∘ Inc
Orbit Period: 95 min
Satellite Separation: ~25 km – 1000+ km
Satellite Position: 1 m (knowledge)
Pointing Resolution: 0.1∘
Pointing Knowledge: 0.01∘
Slew Rate: 8 min for 90 ∘

Satellite Wet Mass: 3860 kg
Power: 1250 W (w/contig)
Data: < 1 GB/day
Data Storage: 7 days
Communication: S-band 
Clock synch (timing): 10 nsec

Operations:
- Each satellite collects data autonomously 
- Coincidences analyzed on the ground
- View the Earth at near-moonless nights, 

charge in day and telemeter data to ground
- ToO Mode: dedicated com uplink to re-

orient satellites if desired

Dual Manifest Atlas V
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POEMMA: UHECR Stereo UHECR mode and limb-viewing neutrino mode

Satellite Separation ~300 km
Larger SatSep maximizes GF 
Lower SatSep minimizes EThres

Satellite Separation ~30 km
When both in Cherenkov light 
pool can use time coincidence to 
reduce PE threshold in light of air 
glow background.

Quasi-nadir UHECR Stereo UHECR mode Tilted limb-viewing neutrino mode 

Measurements occur during dark, quasi-moon less nights:
Fluorescence Duty Cyle: 11%
Cherenkov Duty Cycle: 20%



POEMMA: UHECR Performance: see arXive: 1907.03694
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significant increase in exposure 
Uniform sky coverage to guarantee the discovery of UHECR sources
Spectrum, Composition, Anisotropy ECR ≥ 50 EeV

Very good energy (< 20%), angular (≲ 1.2∘), and composition 
(sXmax ≲ 30 g/cm2)  resolutions 
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POEMMA: Air fluorescence Neutrino Sensitivity
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Effectively comes for free in stereo UHECR mode:
POEMMA’s excellent angular resolution allows for 
efficiently selecting neutrino events started ≥ 2000 
g/cm2 atmospheric  column depth.

50 EeV simulated event
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POEMMA Tau Neutrino Detection: see PhysRevD.100.063010

ntau

tau

High-Energy Astrophysical Events generates 
neutrinos (ne,nµ) and 3 neutrino flavors reach Earth 
via neutrino oscillations. 
POEMMA designed to observe neutrinos with E > 
20 PeV through Cherenkov signal of EASs from 
Earth-emerging tau decays.



ToO Neutrino Sensitivity: see arXiv:1906.07209
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Bold: ≳ 20% Prob of an 
event in 5 years
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TABLE III. Expected numbers of neutrino events above E⌫ > 107 GeV detectable by POEMMA for several models of
transient source classes assuming source locations at the galactic center (GC) and at 3 Mpc. The horizon distance for
detecting 1.0 neutrino per ToO event is also provided. Source classes with observed durations > 103 s are classified
as long bursts. Those with observed durations . 103 s are classified as short bursts. Models in boldface type are
those models for which POEMMA can expect at least one ToO in ⇠ 25 years of operation.

Long Bursts

Source Class
No. of ⌫’s
at GC

No. of ⌫’s
at 3 Mpc

Largest Distance for
1.0 ⌫ per event

Model Reference

TDEs 1.12⇥ 105 0.77 2.64 Mpc Dai and Fang [17] average
TDEs 5.62⇥ 105 3.88 5.91 Mpc Dai and Fang [17] bright

TDEs 2.23 ⇥ 108 1.44 ⇥ 103 115.20 Mpc
Lunardini and Winter [18]

MSMBH = 5 ⇥ 106M�
Lumi Scaling Case

TDEs NA* 1.07 ⇥ 103 100.03 Mpc
Lunardini and Winter [18]

MSMBH = 1 ⇥ 105M� Strong
Scaling Case

Blazar Flares NA* 1.91 ⇥ 102 42.96 Mpc
RFGBW [19] – FSRQ

proton-dominated advective
escape model

lGRB Reverse
Shock (ISM)

9.88⇥ 104 0.69 2.49 Mpc Murase [15]

lGRB Reverse
Shock (wind)

2.05⇥ 107 143.75 37.36 Mpc Murase [15]

BH-BH merger 6.94⇥ 106 47.84 20.75 Mpc
Kotera and Silk [20] – tdur ⇠ 104

s
BH-BH
merger

3.48 ⇥ 109 2.4 ⇥ 104 477.8 Mpc
Kotera and Silk [20] –

tdur ⇠ 106.7 s
NS-NS merger 3.58 ⇥ 106 24.75 12.76 Mpc Fang and Metzger [21]
WD-WD merger 20.06 0 33.46 kpc XMMD [22]

Newly-born
Crab-like pulsars

(p)
1.56⇥ 102 1.07⇥ 10�3 98.27 kpc Fang [23]

Newly-born
magnetars (p)

2.1⇥ 104 0.13 1.1 Mpc Fang [23]

Newly-born
magnetars (Fe)

4.07⇥ 104 0.26 1.53 Mpc Fang [23]

Short Bursts

Source Class
No. of ⌫’s
at GC

No. of ⌫’s
at 3 Mpc

Largest Distance for
1.0 ⌫ per event

Model Reference

sGRB Extended
Emission
(moderate)

2.23⇥ 108 1.55⇥ 103 117.44 Mpc KMMK [16]

sGRB Prompt 8.10⇥ 106 69.19 26.66 Mpc KMMK [16]

(*) Not applicable due to mismatch with mass of SMBH at the GC and/or lack of blazar-like jet.

IceCube, ANTARES, Auger Limits for 
binary neutrino star merger GW170817
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POEMMA: upward t-lepton EAS Cherenkov considerations

t-lepton Yield Calc:
-PREM Earth Model
-Kotera2010 mixed 
UHECR composition 
cosmogenic n flux

few times 108 GeV, and for small angles ∼1°–5°, above
E ∼ 109 GeV. This can be seen in a comparison of the
upper and lower panels of Fig. 10.
In Fig. 11, we show EFτðEÞ rather than the transmission

function for flux 1 to illustrate the difference in the energy
behavior of exiting τ-leptons compared to incident tau
neutrinos. The figure comes from using the ALLM energy
loss model, again for fixed angles β tr relative to the horizon.
The much larger incident isotropic tau neutrino flux is
scaled by a factor of 1=10.
The energy loss model makes some difference in the

predictions. In Fig. 12, the ALLM model results are shown
with the solid histograms while the dashed histograms are
results using the BDHM model for tau electromagnetic
energy loss, both with standard model (SM) neutrino-
nucleon cross section. The parameter bnucτ ðEÞ evaluated
usingBDHMis smaller than forALLM, so tau energy loss at
high energies is smaller for BDHM thanALLMevaluations.
This effect accounts for the difference at high energies.

We note, however, that we use stochastic energy loss rather
than hdEτ=dXi ¼ −bτE for the tau energy loss to better
model the exiting tau energy after transport through the
column depth X.
Below Eτ ¼ 108 GeV, there is little difference in the

exiting tau fluxes for a fixed incident neutrino flux because
the main feature is that taus are produced in the final few
kilometers before exiting the Earth. The predicted tau

FIG. 10. Upper panel: The ratio of the outgoing tau flux to the
incident neutrino flux, at the same energies, for fixed values of the
angle of the trajectory relative to the horizon β tr for cosmogenic
flux 1 [18]. The ALLM tau energy loss model is used, along with
the standard model neutrino cross section. The solid histograms
include regeneration, while the dashed histograms do not. Lower
panel: As in the upper plot, for flux 4.

FIG. 11. The five lower histograms show the exiting tau flux
scaled by energy as a function of tau energy for cosmogenic
neutrino flux 1 [18] and for fixed values of the angle of the
trajectory relative to the horizon β tr . The ALLM tau energy loss
model is used, along with the standard model neutrino cross
section. The uppermost histogram shows the incident tau neutrino
flux scaled by a factor of 1=10.

FIG. 12. The exiting tau flux scaled by energy as a function of
tau energy for flux 1 [18], for fixed values of the angle of the
trajectory relative to the horizon β tr . The ALLM tau energy loss
model is shown with the solid histograms, while the BDHM
energy loss model is shown with the dashed histograms, in both
cases with the neutrino cross section taken to be σSM. The band
shows the minimum and maximum values of the energy-scaled
flux when the BDHM energy loss and neutrino cross section, as
well as the ALLM energy loss and neutrino cross sections, are
considered.

COSMIC TAU NEUTRINO DETECTION VIA CHERENKOV … PHYS. REV. D 100, 063010 (2019)

063010-9

PhysRevD.100.063010  Fig. 12

1 EeV: 0 – 5 km 90% 
decay altitude range
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POEMMA: upward t-lepton EAS Cherenkov spectrum variability

shorter, so there is the possibility for more τ-leptons to
decay at higher altitudes. The accurate calculation of the
Cherenkov signal for this case requires a three-dimensional
particle-cascade simulation, e.g., CORSIKA [113] or Cosmos
[122] but with modifications for the modeling of the
Cherenkov signal for upward-moving EASs. However,
our simulation approach is valid for balloon altitudes
(∼33 km) and for energies below an EeV, where the
τ-lepton decays below ∼5 km.
For space-based observations using an approxi-

mately 0.1° focal plane pixel field of view (FoV), a one-
dimensional treatment of the EAS signal is sufficient. This
can be understood by considering the relevant distance
scales. Assuming the EAS width is defined by a Molière
radius value 8.83 g=cm2 for air at STP1, near sea level the
EAS radius is ∼100 m. From the view of the EAS from
525 km altitude, the 100 m radius is well contained in a
single 0.1° pixel, even for nadir viewing. For viewing a
highly inclined EAS originating near the Earth’s limb, the
distance to shower maximum is > 1000 km (assuming a
525 km orbit) for the Earth-emergence angles (β tr) with
reasonable τ-lepton exit probabilities. This distance scale
includes those > 1 EeV τ-leptons that can decay at
altitudes ∼20 km. While the EAS radius will widen to
∼1 km at an altitude of 20 km (∼10% atmospheric
pressure), the width of the visible portion of the EAS is
still well contained in a 0.1° pixel. In contrast, for
observations on balloon-borne experiments (∼33 km alti-
tude) or on a mountaintop, such as Trinity (∼3 km
altitude) the width of a τ-lepton EAS can be large
compared to the pixel FoV and a three-dimensional
EAS cascade development model is more appropriate.
Thus for the calculation of the Cherenkov signal inten-

sity, spatial extent, and spectrum for low-Earth orbits,
we use a parametric model based on our EAS three-
dimensional Cherenkov approach, which is much more
computationally efficient when sampled in a Monte Carlo.
The Cherenkov intensities and angles as functions of β tr
and EAS decay altitude are tabulated for a fixed, 100 PeV
EAS energy in a library format. A profile function fit is
used, shown in Fig. 15, to describe the beamed Cherenkov
“flattop” signal within the Cherenkov cone, ignoring the
horns. As discussed in Appendix C, we scale the intensity
as a function of τ-lepton energy and use a mathematical
function to account for the increase in the effective
Cherenkov acceptance angle for bright signals that place
portions of the power-law part of the Cherenkov profile
(outside the Cherenkov ring) above the detection threshold
of the instrument. This models the increase in acceptance
solid angle for brighter EASs.
The Cherenkov angle θ0Ch as a function of starting alti-

tude, for 100 PeV showers, is shown by the upper panel

of Fig. 18, based on an evaluation of three-dimensional
EAS Cherenkov simulations. Showers that start at lower
altitudes have a Cherenkov angle between ∼1.2° and 1.3°.
The Cherenkov angle decreases with altitude due to the
reduction of the atmospheric index of refraction. The
detection of the air shower depends on the photon density
at the detector, which in turn depends on the altitude of the
detector, the altitude of the start of the air shower, and the
Earth-emergence angle. For our evaluation of the sensitivity
of instruments with POEMMA performance, we consider a
detector at an altitude of h ¼ 525 km. The photon density

FIG. 18. Upper panel: The Cherenkov angle θ0Ch as a function
of starting altitude for a 100 PeVair shower from a tau decay from
the one-dimensional Cherenkov EAS model. Lower panel:
Cherenkov cone photon distribution as a function of starting
altitude and Earth-emergence angle for a 100 PeVair shower from
the one-dimensional Cherenkov EAS model.

1See Particle Detectors for Non-Accelerator Physics in
Ref. [123].

COSMIC TAU NEUTRINO DETECTION VIA CHERENKOV … PHYS. REV. D 100, 063010 (2019)

063010-13

PhysRevD.100.063010  Fig. 18Atmospheric optical attenuation:
- Rayleigh Scattering
- Aerosols (scale height ~ 1 km)
- Ozone (decimates signal ≲ 300 nm) 

0.0125

3250 km Start

5 km Start
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Wavelength 
interval [nm]

Intensity 
[ph m-2 sr-1 

ns-1]

314 - 500

314 - 700 2020

500 - 700 1450

500 - 800 5030

500 - 900 12090

314 nm – 900 nm
Use to calculate effective PDE (for 
SiPM): <PDE> = 0.1
12,090 photons/m2/sr/ns 
314 nm – 1000 nm
~25,000 photons/m2/sr/ns

314 nm – 500 nm
570 photons/m2/sr/ns

Work by Simon Mackovjak

Viewing at angles away from 
nadir views more optical depth of 
air glow layer.
x6 for viewing limb from 500 km

Air Glow Background in Cherenkov Band
Requirement for < 1e-2 
background events per 
year leads to high PE 
thresholds

10 PE (dual Cher 
measurement)
20 PE (single Cher 
measurement)
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SiPMs now have high PDE in Fluorescence Band but … 

PDE results: Nepomuk Otte
Nitrogen Fluorescence:
- l band from < 300 nm → > 1000 nm
- Dominated by lines around 337.1, 357.7, 391.4 nm
- QE/PDE needs to be optimal in this band
- Use filter (usually BG3) to constrain wavelength band to reduce 

background from air glow
- Issue with this filter with transmission above 700 nm

Wavelength 
interval [nm]

Intensity 
[ph m-2 sr-1 

ns-1]

314 - 500

314 - 700 2020

500 - 700 1450

500 - 800 5030

500 - 900 12090Bkg
500

Bkg
>10,000
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- POEMMA will open two new Cosmic Windows:
- Space-based measurements provides order of magnitudes improved sensitivity
- UHECRS (> 20 EeV), to identify the source(s) of these extreme energy messengers
- neutrinos from astrophysical Transients (> 20 PeV), and high sensitivity to UHE neutrinos (> 20 EeV)

- Neutrino t-lepton induced Cherenkov signals span 300 nm ≤ l ≤ 1000 nm:
- Wide spectral range of SiPM’s and nsec time response critical in the detection
- PE signal range: 10 PE to 10,000+
- Advances in PDE improvements helpful
- Large air glow background leads to high PE thresholds (for triggering and analysis)

- UHECR and UHE neutrino measurements may benefit for PDE improvement in fluorescence band
- Huge air glow background and wide SiPM spectral requires additional constraints on UV filter

- If leads to significant reduction if effective PDE, science affected via increased UHECR and UHE 
neutrino EAS energy thresholds

- However, benefits do exist:
- Lower mass for SiPMs vs PMTs, SiPMs do not require high voltage
- Leads to mass savings … in Space     MASS = COST!



Backup Slides
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POEMMA: Diffuse neutrino flux sensitivity
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All flavor Sensitivity Limit:
- 5 year
- 20% duty cycle
- 10 PE threshold with time 

coincidence to reduce air glow 
background ‘false positives’

- 2.44 events/decade (90% CL)
- 17% hit for ignoring µ channel 
- Viewing to 7∘ away from Limb 

(or to ~20∘ Earth Emergence 
Angle)

- ne : nµ : nt = 1:1:1

B. Sensitivity

The tau neutrino aperture as a function of neutrino energy
permits us to evaluate the sensitivity for POEMMA at
h ¼ 525 km altitude to an isotropic tau neutrino flux.
The sensitivity over a decade in energy for Nν ¼ 3 flavors
is given by

FsensðEντÞ ¼
2.44 × Nν

lnð10Þ × Eντ × hAΩiðEντÞ × tobs
; ð19Þ

where the factor of 2.44 events arises from the unified
confidence upper limit (i.e., the upper edge of the two-
sided interval for which the lower limit is 0) at the
90% confidence level [140]. The unified confidence upper
limit includes all hypothetical Poisson means for which
n ¼ 0 observed events would be a reasonable realization
(i.e., n ¼ 0 is within the 90% acceptance interval of
observed numbers of events) when drawing from a given
Poisson distribution within the unified confidence interval.
As such, for signals that are expected to fluctuate
about their true values, our use of the unified confidence
interval ensures that possible realizations in that observed
number of events will be “covered” to the desired
confidence level, in this case 90% (i.e., “coverage

probability” of 90%).2 For the results shown here, we
take tobs ¼ 0.2 × 5 years assuming a 20% duty cycle
over 5 years. The assumption for the 20% duty cycle is
motivated by the relatively large NPE ≳ 10 threshold
needed to eliminate the effects of the large air glow
background in the 314–900 nm range; e.g., some modest
amount of moonlight can be tolerated.
The resulting three-flavor sensitivity curves E2Fsens are

plotted as black lines in Fig. 21, the dashed curve for Δϕ ¼
360° and solid curve for Δϕ ¼ 30°. The closed circular
markers come from evaluating an integral flux scaling like
E−γ
ν for γ ¼ 2 that yields 2.44 events per neutrino flavor

for a given decade of energy centered (on the log10 scale) at
the energy of the marker for Δϕ ¼ 360°. Thus, we find the
normalization F0 of

FνðEνÞ ¼ F0 ×
!
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FIG. 21. All-flavor sensitivity scaled by neutrino energy
squared, as a function of neutrino energy, assuming an operating
time of 5 years and a duty cycle of 20%, for showers produced
at all altitudes (black curves and markers). The solid (dashed)
curves follow from Eq. (19) for Δϕ ¼ 30° ð360°Þ. The closed
markers follow from Eq. (21) with Δϕ ¼ 360°. The 90% CL
upper limits from Auger [45] (scaled for sliding decade-wide
neutrino energy bins), IceCube [136], and ANITA [137] are
shown along with projected sensitivities of ARIANNA [138],
ARA-37 [139] and GRAND10k [41], for the all-flavor limits.
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FIG. 22. All-flavor sensitivity scaled by neutrino energy
squared, as a function of neutrino energy, assuming an operating
time of 5 years and a duty cycle of 20%, for showers produced at all
altitudes (black curves), as in Fig. 21. The solid (dashed) black
curves follow from Eq. (19) for Δϕ ¼ 30° ð360°Þ. Curves and
bands for diffuse all-flavor neutrino fluxes are shown for newborn
pulsar sources [8], AGNs [9], galactic clusters with central sources
[10,11], late flares and prompt emission from GRBs [7] and from
UHECR photodisintegration within a source (labeled UFA) [12].
Observational sensitivities are shown as in Fig. 21.

2Note that the value of 2.3 that is often used in the literature
excludes values in the interval [2.3, 2.44] for which n ¼ 0 is a
reasonable realization to within 90% and hence, does not fully
cover the 90% confidence region. In this case, the coverage
probability would in fact be less than 90%. For more in-depth
discussions, we refer the reader to Refs. [123,140].
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POEMMA: Neutrino mode example configuration
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POEMMA: anomalous ANITA upward EAS

4

ANITA-III flew a separate low-frequency horizontally-
polarized quad-slot antenna, the ANITA low-frequency an-
tenna (ALFA), covering the frequency band from 30 to
80 MHz. ALFA’s goal was to provide radio-spectral overlap of
ANITA UHECR measurements with ground-based data which
generally favors bands below 100 MHz. Roughly 3/4 of the
UHECR event sample reported here were also detected in the
ALFA, and of those detections, the ALFA data for 15717147
was among the events with the highest signal-to-noise ratio,
in this case � 5s above the thermal noise. Fig. 4(bottom)
shows the combined ASD for this event, including the ALFA
data. The overlain curve gives the simulated spectral density
expected from a t-lepton initiated air shower, with character-
istics consistent with this event [15]. While similar spectral
density would be expected for a normal CR air shower seen in
reflection, these data which fit this non-inverted event further
strengthen its identification as an anomalous air shower.

An alternative explanation of the similar ANITA-I event
as due to transition radiation of an Earth-skimming event
has also been proposed [11]. In this model, the plane-of-
polarization correlation to geomagnetic angles would be coin-
cidental. Since the event observed in ANITA-III is also well-
correlated to the local geomagnetic angle, and both events are
consistent within 3-5 degrees of measurement error, coinci-
dental alignment for both appears probable only at the few
percent level. The waveform of these events showed a high de-
gree of correlation to radio-detected UHECRs in each flight,
which supported their identification as UHECRs. Ref. [11]
did not provide any detailed modeling of time-domain wave-
forms for transition radiation that confirm its similarity to
those made by the UHECR emission process. This step ap-
pears necessary before this hypothesis can be further evalu-
ated.

TABLE I: ANITA-I,-III anomalous upward air showers.

event, flight 3985267, ANITA-I 15717147, ANITA-III
date, time 2006-12-28,00:33:20UTC 2014-12-20,08:33:22.5UTC

Lat., Lon.(1) -82.6559, 17.2842 -81.39856, 129.01626
Altitude 2.56 km 2.75 km
Ice depth 3.53 km 3.22 km
El., Az. �27.4±0.3�,159.62±0.7� �35.0±0.3�,61.41±0.7�

RA, Dec(2) 282.14064, +20.33043 50.78203, +38.65498
E (3)

shower 0.6±0.4 EeV 0.56+0.3
�0.2 EeV

1 Latitude, Longitude of the estimated ground position of the event.
2 Sky coordinates projected from event arrival angles at ANITA.
3 For upward shower initiation at or near ice surface.

Table I gives measured and estimated parameters for both of
the anomalous CR events, with sky coordinates derived from
the arrival direction of the radio impulses.

In our report of the ANITA-I anomalous CR event, we con-
sidered the hypothesis that such events could arise through
decay of emerging t-leptons generated by nt interactions be-
neath the ice surface. However, the interpretation of these
events as t-lepton decay-driven air showers, arising from a
diffuse flux of cosmic nt, faces the difficult challenge that

the chord lengths through the Earth are such that the Standard
Model (SM) neutrino cross section [18], even including the ef-
fect of nt regeneration [12], will attenuate the flux by a factor
of 10�5 [15, 16]. Event 15717147 emerged from the ice with
a zenith angle of ⇠ 55.5�, implying a chord distance through
the Earth of ⇠ 7000 km, or 3⇥ 104 km water equivalent, a
total of 18 SM interaction lengths at 1 EeV. Even with com-
bined effects of nt regeneration, and significant suppression
of the SM neutrino cross section above ⇠ 1018 eV, an alterna-
tive model, such as a strong transient flux from a source with
compact angular extent, is required to avoid exceeding current
bounds on diffuse, isotropic neutrino fluxes.

Suppression of the cross section may occur even within the
SM for the extremely low values of the Bjorken-x parameter
that obtain at ultra-high energies. For example, ref. [19] shows
examples where higher-than-expected gluon saturation at x <
10�6 causes the UHE deep-inelastic neutrino cross section
to saturate at 1018 eV, remaining essentially constant above
that energy. This yields a factor of 3-4 suppression compared
to the SM at 1019 eV, approaching an order of magnitude at
1020 eV. More recent studies show similar types of suppres-
sion are possible, giving factors of 2-3 at 1018�19 eV [20, 21].
Such SM-motivated scenarios would certainly decrease the
exponential attenuation for the Earth-crossing neutrinos rel-
evant to our case, but unless the suppression is an order of
magnitude or more, a large transient point-source flux is likely
still required. Thus we consider also a search for potential
candidate transients that may be associated with this event.

Under the hypothesis that event 15717147 is a t-lepton-
initiated air shower, the angular error relative to the parent
neutrino direction is ⇠ 1.5�, arising from both the width of
the emission cone [10], and the instrinsic statistical errors in
our estimate of the arrival direction of the RF signal. To in-
vestigate this hypothesis further, we point back along the ap-
parent arrival direction, giving sky coordinates shown in Ta-
ble I. With these parameters, we search existing catalogs for
associations with two transient source types for which source
confusion is not excessive: gamma-ray burst (GRB) sources,
and supernovae. GRBs have been considered as possible UHE
neutrino sources for many years, although there are no detec-
tions to date. Supernovae (SNe) have also been proposed as
UHE sources in a variety of scenarios, both in core-collapse
SNe, and more recently even in type Ia SNe, which are be-
lieved to originate in the ignition of a white dwarf (WD) pro-
genitor. In the latter case, tidal ignition of a WD by interaction
with an intermediate-mass black hole has been proposed as a
potential source of UHECRs [23–25].

For the 1.5� radius error circle derived from the angular
emission pattern for UHECR events, no concurrent GRBs
are observed. A SN candidate is found to be associated:
SN2014dz, a nearby type Ia SN at z = 0.017, is within 1.19�,
well within our expected angular uncertainty on the sky. This
relatively bright SN was discovered ⇠ 7 days before maxi-
mum, on 2014-12-20.146 [22]. Our event time follows the
initial discovery by just over five hours. Using catalogued SNe
discoveries during our flight, and a Bayesian estimator [8], we
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alt [km] elevation [deg] alpha [deg] beta_e [deg]
34 -27.4 62.6 26.8
34 -35 55 34.6

qCONE= 1.0 deg
w ≈  1.e-3 sr

qEFF ≈ 4.5 deg
w ≈  2.e-2 sr

t-lepton      
gct ~ 60 km 
for 1.2 EeV

POEMMA 
signal size 
~6000 PEs in 
cone

POEMMA can tilt to view 9∘ × 30∘ ‘spot’
But these events may be bright enough 
to be seen in the UV fluorescence 
detector with ~1 usec coincidence.

GF’s similar (~200 km2 sr): 2 events/70 days (ANITA 1-3) -> ~2 events per year for POEMMA


